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About This Game

  Break out your magnifying glass and passport-It's time for Discovery!, the seek-and-find game show with your host, Jerry
Landers and the beautiful Jill Summers. Step up to the wheel, and choose today's adventure! Will it be Spain, China, Australia,

or one of three other fabulous international hot spots? 

  Enjoy the sights, sounds and hidden-object adventures around the globe and across the U.S. Hunt for the more than 1,000
hidden objects and compete against 20 eagle-eyed contestants for a chance at the U.S. Roadtrip Jackpot Round. Play five

different game modes and four fun mini-games in this seek-and-find adventure! 
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oh no, this game + total realism mod will steal a lot of my future freetime..
alright, my life in a basement shall continue.. BEEP is probably one of the best 2d puzzle games I've ever played. This game was
and entertaining and I highly recommend it. It's perfect if you are looking for a quick sit down and laugh type game. The
alternate endings was a nice new touch. I can't wait for more!!!. Grandfather Nurgle approves.. Bit Blaster XL + Path of Exile
combined = AWESOME
References to arch linux = FAIL
Soundtrack + Visuals - Seizure Potential = NOICE
Tab Completion for commands = MIND BLOWN

NaN/10 Will play this more than Bit Blaster and PoE combined. Amazing. Truely one of the best Euroupean DLC route on
Steam! The price is good and you get a lot of trains\/qualities with it. The route is a medium-large size and it comes with many
liveries. Now I get to acutally use my NSE Class 47 with a scneario. TRUELY amazing. 10\/10
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Professional Offside Simulator. Looking good, on a tablet-pc it can be used as a party game, like "I never".. I played the demo
version of Defense Grid. So, now it's on my wish list. I'm waiting for it to go on sale.
In the mean time, I picked up Defense Zone 2. It's a fun diversion. Nice grafix, and music.
The gameplay is fairly open, and you find out sooner or later, if your stratigies will fail or not.
I am new to this genre, and it is a nice balance of action and relaxation.
I can see where this can be exciting\/ challenging to play for all sorts of people, who no longer have the fast reflexes needed to
win arcade style, scrolling shoot em' ups! Nice Job developers!. Graphics are absolute trash. EA Pre MP patch update Review:

The game is ♥♥♥♥ing amazing. You ♥♥♥♥ing get pitted into a empty facility, that eary feeling of being alone in fallout sets
in fast. You get attacked by ♥♥♥♥ing slithers from that crazy movie and if thats not enough there are ♥♥♥♥ing spiders on
acid and crazy bums rushing you. You have to survive making this a fallout survival game better than those zombie survival
garbage games. You might die from a ♥♥♥♥ing fridge blowing up in your face or getting gang banged by 2 bears in an alley.
Buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥ And stfu. Pig.

PS. Perfect sots the pit rogue port fps for 10 bucks for 2 days worth it.. If you like old school single character RPGs than
Eschalon is exactly what you're looking for. It's 2-D slightly skewed perspective is reminiscent of the later Ultima games, while
the character development is more on par with a Baldur's Gate game, allowing you to choose which skills and spells to improve
as you level. The story is simple but effective, and you consistantly feel there is a purpose to your actions, propeling you on to
the next area or quest. It's simple old school fun in an RPG, and it works. Eschalon Books I and II provide hours of entertaining
gameplay and are recommended for anyone looking for that early 90's feel from an RPG.. There're a big annoying glitche in
mid-game thus your time'll be wasted. Don't spend your money cause this glitche is here for years and no fix for it yet. Besides
that you'll not get refund due to it happens in mid game as i said. Also it's not alone, check the game's discussions for known
bugs and glitches.

(i'll change my vote to positive if it'll be fixed.). Hear me out on this game, it has its bugs and glitches which could ruin the game
for you, however this game has shown me qualities that many like it don't have, this game has gotten me more emersed into
what is going on in-game.

Some positives are:
1) Ship\/Plane customization - I love this feature, it brings the most fun when you see a plane you named and built take out an
A6M, P51, or a Spitfire, it just gives your fleets and squadrons more of a personalized touch to them that very few have.

2) Bases - This can annoying but i love the feature of you building up your bases to help run the war effort, it is more intresting
when you the Americans founded a base on Saipan or the Japanese founding a base in Alaska (That only happens in Free
Campaign) It gives you that tactical advantage if you take hubs like Hong Kong or San Diego, that very few give you.

3) Production Line - This gives you the sense of building a War Machine by giving you the ability to build everything that you
have at your disposal and have it all built, if you have the resources to do so, so if you wanted to build 20 ships of the Yamato
Class Battleship go right ahead.

The only negatives are from the constant crashes and bugs, like not being able to fight battles on certain maps etc, but aside
from that, i love this game

Note: Steam this is for you, update the game to its newest patch or give it some upgrades, i would love to see this game without
the bugs and glitches, it has the potential to become a cult classic if it was bug free.
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